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weighing five pounds, also a leg of mutton weighing four and one-half pounds,-being first punctured in a number of places, especially in the neighborhood of the bones, with an iron skewer, -were placed in two gallons of the viandine solution made up like the solution of July 5. The liquid was in a stone jar, and completely covered the meats.
July 20, the beef and mutton, which had remained in the viandine solution thirty-six hours, were removed, allowed to drain for two minutes, and placed on plates in the laboratory.
July 21, I was obliged to thrbw away the liver, the odor being very offensive. The veal had a disagreeable odor. A few mould-spots were removed, which had appeared on the steak. No odor, however, was perceptible. The mutton-chops and fish also smelled fresh. Placed steak and mutton in viandine solution for one half-hour.
July 24, it became necessary to throw away the veal. Beef-steak, mutton-chops, mackerel, roasting piece of beef, and leg of mutton appeared fresh.
July 25, the beef-steak and mutton-chops smelled slightly old.
July 26, I had the remaining half of the beef-steak which had been treated on July 5, and the mutton-chops which had been treated on July 7, cooked for dinner. No odor was noticeable; but they had a very high taste, so much so as to be unpalatable, save to a starving man. The roasting piece of beef and the leg of mutton smelled slightly. The mackerel appeared and smelled fiesh.
July 27, the mackerel, which had remained in the laboratory since July 5, was cooked for breakfast. It was fresh and fairly good, like mackerel that are served at the average hotel table. There was no taste of borax. The roasting piece of beef was to be served for dinner. On cooking, a very offensive odor was given off. An examination showed a small piece near the bone that had become decayed. The rest of the beef appeared good ; but pieces cut from different parts all had a strong odor of putrefaction. The mutton in the laboratory had a perceptible odor.
July 28, the mutton was cooked for dinner; but, when placed on the table, the odor was so strong that I could not remain in the room.
The results obtained firom the above experiments seem to show, that pieces of meat having large surfaces in comparison to their thickness, as steaks and chops, and also small fish, can be kept a considerable length of time, although with some deterioration in taste, by 347 347 the use of the viandine brand of Rex magnus. In the case of larger pieces, such as a roasting piece of beef, or leg of mutton, having tried only two experiments, I do not care at this time to speak positively.
I can, however, state, that I should have some hesitation in again allowing to be cooked in the house large pieces of beef and mutton that had been kept in a warm room for ten days after treatment with the solution of viandine.
LEONARD P. KINNICUTT.
Worcester free institute, July 28, 1883.
THE IGLOO OF THE INNUIT.1-V.
As the spring wears on, and thawing weather comes, the igloo falls into a decline; and when an exposed place can be found to pitch the seal-skin tent, it is abandoned. Before this can be found, however, the igloo assumes a new combination phase, which must be described. When several igloos have fallen in and buried their contents (the women, babies, and puppies managing to wriggle out, and a good share of the things being lost in the debris of snow-banks), the Innuit ceases to build any thing more than the walls of snow, using the prospective tent for a roof; this being the same as the autumn igloo, excepting the body, which is of snow, and not of ice. This phase of the igloo is so well shown in the illustration on the next page, taken from the German book of a member of my party, Mr. Klutschak, entitled I Als Eskimo unter den Eskimos,' that I transfer it to this article. His sketch of our spring igloos was taken on Cape Herschel, King William's Land, on the 16th of June, 1879,-the day before we abandoned them for the summer, and moved into tents.
The tenacity of some igloos, however, before they tumble in, is truly 'wonderful. They always give ample warning by slowly sinkiog on the top and side towards the sun or warm wind ; and this the inhabitants counteract by thrusting a pole from the inside through the dome at its most threatening point, and there firmly lashing several small cross-pieces to prevent further sinking, which it will do if not too warm, or some small dog with bone in mouth, and pursued by a larger, does not take refuge on top, as is their wont, -when the snow-dome, dogs and all, come tumbling in on the heads of the hyperboreans. The foot of this pole rests on the floor, hardened by tramping, or a board is put under it to give it support. I have, however, seen a high-domed, abandoned the use of the viandine brand of Rex magnus. In the case of larger pieces, such as a roasting piece of beef, or leg of mutton, having tried only two experiments, I do not care at this time to speak positively. I can, however, state, that I should have some hesitation in again allowing to be cooked in the house large pieces of beef and mutton that had been kept in a warm room for ten days after treatment with the solution of viandine.
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